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You'll love our seasonal medley of fresh
snack size vegetables including carrots,
peppers, broccoli, celery radishes, and
cauliflower served with a tasty dip.

Convenient bite-size cubes of four popular
bologna and cheese varieties accompanied
by our zesty dipping mustard.

The name says it all! Freshly sliced roast beef, corned
bee{, or pastrami, honey turkey breast and honey ham
mingled with slices of swiss cheese and orange-rind
muenster cheese.
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A classic platter of crowd-pleasing favorites
including cooked ham, roast beef,
turkey breast domestic swiss cheese and
white American cheese.
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r lunchmeat. Your guests
will love'em.
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A traditional favorite served on a bakery fresh sub roll.
Choose from ham & cheese or an American-style sub.
For a diversified crowd, try ltalian
cold cuts, roast beei turkey or
a combination of each.
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lf you're looking for something unique that will
surprise your guests, look no further!This delightfut
offering features pita wraps filled with a variety of
taste-tempting lunchmeats or salads.
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This delectable creation is a real party
pleaser. Choose from ham & cheese,
American cold cuts, ltalian cold cuts,
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roast beef or turkey.
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Combines the fresh-from-the-field goodness
of sweet luscious, bite-size seasonal favorites
like strawberries, cantaloupe, honeydew, pine-
apple, seedless grapes and kiwi fruit
accented by our delicious tropical fruit dip.



Perfect for just about any occasion, this
delightful assortment of snack-size cookies
tastes great with a steaming up of hot
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Your guests will be elated when you tempt their
taste buds with an assortment of fresh baked
breads and rolls from our in-store bakery. Choose
from white or wheat, French or ltalian, kaiser
rolls, dinner rolls, sandwich rolls and more!

A chocolate lover's dream come true!
Three taste-tempting varieties of our rich,
creamy icing top these decadent mini
chocolate brownies. f
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Special occassions are even better with a fresh decorated
cake from our in-store bakery. There are many shapes, sizes,
varieties and designs to choose from. Our professional
decorators can also take your own unique idea or picture
and turn it into a custom-made creation that's sure to make
your party a success.
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surrounded by a complimentary ring of
cupcakes done in your choice of colors,
flavors and design.
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